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From the May 2013 review of Document Management systems. 

Best Firm Fit:

Firms who want a product which can be accessed through a web browser or using
an on-premises server.

Companies who would like a very �exible document management system which is
designed for use with a wide range of industries.

Strengths:

Web-based application with both on-premises and hosted deployment options.
Treeno has a bar-code scanning utility which allows documents to be scanned in
batch and automatically routed to a speci�c folder.
The product contains integrated tools for annotation and markup of any virtual
viewer supported �le type including but not limited to Word, PDF and TIFF �les,
and has a previewer which will display content from over 100 other �le formats.
Annotated �les will be turned to a TIFF or PDF for export.
Simple, customizable dashboard feature allows users to see work�ow tasks, their
personal inbox, and the available cabinets on a single screen.
Treeno offers a software developers toolkit (SDK) as well as tools to identify
required missing documents for folders created from a template.

Potential Limitations:
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Limited integration with commonly used tax applications, and limited exposure to
the accounting �rm market. However, the system does offer integration with many
mid-mid-market and enterprise level accounting systems.
The application does not have own scanning software built into the system, but
offers direct scanning of documents from scanning devices supporting the EIP
Connectorand Sharpe devices that support the OSA connecter. This allows for
documents to be tagged and �led from the device.

Overview

Treeno Document Management is a web-based application which allows users to
organize multiple versions of documents into a cabinet structure with an inbox,
check in and check out, cabinets, and varying work�ows based on the document type
processed. Unlike products which are designed to meet the needs of a speci�c
industry, this product is a general document management system which can be
recon�gured to meet the needs of multiple industries, although it is slightly more
structured than some of the most �exible applications considered in this review
(GoFileRoom, NetDocuments).

The application does not interface directly with document scanners, but instead uses
a number of tools which allow documents to be uploaded to Treeno’s servers. Files
can be dragged and dropped onto the Treeno Importer, an in-memory application
which allows users to drag and drop supporting documents onto a small window
which uploads them to the user’s Treeno Inbox using metadata selected in the
option’s settings. An included application, TreenoConnect, can be used to scrape
information out of application windows as well as the window title at the time a
scanned image or supporting �le is dragged and dropped onto the Importer. Scanned
document images in TIFF and PDF format can be annotated with a browser-based
markup tool.

Treeno includes a web-based preview tool, the Treeno Virtual Viewer, which allows
users to preview over 100 different types of �les from within a web browser. Files
stored in Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, PDF, and TIFF format are indexed with an
OCR text recognition tool for word-based searches. The OCR engine also recognizes
barcodes, and users can attach a barcode sheet to scanned documents which
automatically routes the images to a speci�c user’s Treeno Inbox after processing.

Files can be shared with other users con�dentially from an integrated client portal,
which is available in both the hosted and the locally installed version of the
software.
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Treeno includes a number of compliance reports, and has a complete audit trail by
user for each action taken on the system. Advanced users can set rules for what
documents are required in a speci�c cabinet based on templates, and Treeno will
provide lists of the items which are required and not present in a speci�c �le.

Summary & Pricing

Treeno can be purchased as a hosted service for $199 per month for �ve concurrent
users (plus setup and training), or can be purchased and deployed on an in-house
server for four concurrent users for a �rst year cost of $5,895 (plus set up and
training).

2013 Ratings:
Treeno Document Management  

Core Product Functions/Features 3.0

Document Work�ow 4.0

Document Control 4.0

Special Features 4.0

   

Overall Rating 3.75
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